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Introduction 

Most distributors face the issue of dealing with customer owned cylinders at one time or another. The good news is 
that customer owned cylinders can be tracked in CylTech 2 and AcuTrax. 

The most common method of tracking customer owned cylinders involves establishing a starting point by identifying 
the customer owned cylinders. Then swapping customer owned cylinders for distributor owned cylinders when the 
customer needs more gas. This FAQ will focus on the more common method of exchanging customer owned cylinders 
for distributor owned cylinders. 

 

Establishing the Starting Point 

For the purpose of this FAQ we will assume the 
customer has two large oxygen cylinders and wants to 
begin buying gas from the distributor. We will also 
assume that cylinders will be swapped and the 
customer will get a distributor owned cylinder full of 
the appropriate gas.  

Using a handheld, the operator would attach a bar 
code to the cylinder and then capture the information 
shown in the screen image on the right. The bar code 
would be scanned and then the serial number, cylinder 
type, manufacture date and pressure test date would 
be entered. The remaining fields are optional. 

By capturing the Next Pressure Test Date, the program 
will be able to alert the operator when the cylinder is 
within 30 days of the Next Pressure Test date. This will 
help the distributor when it comes time to bill the 
customer for the pressure test cost. 

On the following page, AcuTrax asks several questions, 
one of which concerns ownership. The other questions 
are optional. 

You can see here that the box beside Customer was 
checked, indicating it is a customer owned cylinder. 
Beside the Owner Number tab is the number assigned 
to the customer who owns the cylinder.  

This process would be repeated for each customer 
owned cylinder that the distributor will be tracking. 

When the transactions are passed back to AcuTrax, a 
new cylinder record will be created. This new record 
will show that this customer has a Large Oxygen (LA-
OX) cylinder with the Serial #456 and the database will 
now show serial #456 owned by customer 61710000.  
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The cylinder now has a bar code, is in the serial 
number database and is coded as being customer 
owned. It can now be shipped or returned just like any 
other distributor owned cylinder.  

Note: The customer ownership information stays with 
the cylinder as long as it is in the distributor’s 
database. Regardless of where the cylinder is shipped 
to or returned from, the distributor will always be able 
to search the database and know the exact location of 
serial #456 and that it is owned by Customer 
61710000. A search of the transaction history file will 
show the original transaction and any other 
transactions involving that specific cylinder. 

The Audit Trail 

The first step in tracking the customer owned cylinder 
is adding it to the database as shown above. The next 
step is to update the serial number records to show 
that the cylinders are at the customer site. The 
distributor does this by shipping the cylinder to the 
customer which is accomplished by creating a ship 
transaction. Shipping the cylinder to the customer 
causes the status of the cylinder to become Customer 
Site (CS).  After shipping the cylinder to the customer, 
the records would indicate that the customer had one 
cylinder in their possession and that they owned it. 

Typically a Delivery Document or Delivery Ticket is 
created for the transaction and the ticket number is 
entered in the transaction for audit purposes. 

The driver would ship the customer owned cylinder to 
the customer (this assigns the cylinder to the 
customer). AcuTrax now has the serial number, the 
customer number and the delivery ticket number 
documenting the entire transaction. If the customer 
questions the transaction, the distributor can go to 
AcuTrax and search on the ticket number. A sample 
screen is shown at the top of the next column. 

 

This detail screen from AcuTrax shows the order 
number in question (20130420), the date, the 
signature of the customer and an option to show the 
serial numbers on the screen by clicking on Cylinder 
Detail. Assuming the customer wanted proof of the 
transaction, the distributor can click Email and the 
entire detail of the transaction, including the signature 
of the customer, will be emailed to them. 

As one more piece of the audit trail, the original 
Delivery Ticket can be retrieved from CylTech 2 using 
the Customer Fast Inquiry and Searching the Invoice 

History. This shows that the operator shipped a large 
oxygen cylinder. The serial number was printed on the 
document (456) and a comment line was added 
showing that the transaction was for adding a 
customer owned cylinder to the database. This 
document can also be emailed from the inquiry to the 
customer. 
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The Impact on Rent 

The Customer Cylinder Inquiry will show the total 
number of customer owned cylinders that the 
distributor is tracking. When calculating cylinder rent, 
the number of customer owned cylinders is 
automatically subtracted from the number of cylinders 
that are subject to rent.  This insures that the customer 
is not billed for rent on cylinders they own. The 

cylinder rental invoice also shows the number of 
cylinders that are customer owned for verification by 
the customer. 

Please contact your Support Representative with any 
additional questions or if you need clarification about 
how this feature might be used in your environment. 
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